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ing John McCain in 2008.

We believe that Barack Obama’s ability to run a pro-
fessional and competent campaign, his steady hand, his
“intellectual curiosity,” and his message of hope and
change could signal disaster to doomsayers and anti-
Americans everywhere. We fear that an Obama presi-
dency could render our whiny, overtly Leftist analysis
of national political news essentially meaningless. We
fear that if our troops are given a sane, rational,
timetable for withdrawal in Iraq, and a legitimate strat-
egy in Afghanistan, we here at the paper could have
nothing to complain about in terms of foreign affairs.
We fear that an Obama Presidency could clean up our
nation’s image internationally and rebuild the geo-
political bridges burned by his predecessor, giving us
no reason to be ashamed of our nation any more.

While we at the paper were at first skeptical about
the prospect of a John McCain candidacy, citing his
strong record of independent and thoughtful politics,
his openness with the press, and his proven leadership
on the Hill, he has since proven himself a fear-monger-
ing, curmudgeonly, everyday politician who is not
exempt from resorting to Karl Rove style politics, and
has occasionally looked baffled by the words coming
out of his own mouth. These are the characteristics of
the kind of leader we here at the paper believe would
be perfect to make sure America continues to blunder
into the 21st Century.

John McCain’s longstanding support of the war in
Iraq has been a ringing testament to his wrong-headed-
ness in terms of foreign policy and has betrayed the

quality of his military training at the U.S. Naval
Academy. Early on in his quest for the Republican
ticket, John McCain responded to a question about
potential war with Iran by singing the words “Bomb
Iran” to the tune of “Barbra Anne” of Beach Boys
fame, indicating that he is clearly the most mentally
unstable of the two. We here at the paper believe that
under a McCain administration, the United States
will suffer greatly under strained international rela-
tionships and even find ourselves in another, seem-
ingly endless war or two, in either case, the paper
feels that such events would supply us with a con-
stant flow of things to talk about over soy lattes and
arugula salad.

Furthermore, Barack Obama’s cool and sensible
choice of Senator Joe Biden to be his running-mate
showed a shrewd and sensible political mind at work,
picking a candidate with unquestionable experience
and blue collar appeal to round out a fantastic ticket.
John McCain on the other hand, picked an un-vetted
and grossly inexperienced candidate on some capri-
cious and ill-advised political whim, showing just the
right kind of maverick like ability to act without
thinking things through.

For the paper, John McCain represents the worst
tendencies of modern day politicians when it comes
to issues at home and abroad, and we feel that these
awful tendencies will supply this publication with the
most things to complain about. It is for these reasons
that the paper shamelessly endorses John McCain for
President in 2008.

by Tim Cullen
STAFF GEOPOLITICAL OUTLOOK

DISCLAIMER: The United Nations is kind of a new-
found interest for me, and there is more I could learn. If
anyone thinks I sound especially ignorant, teach me
something. So anyway…

It’s hard to say anything bad about an international
organization whose goal is to support the peaceful devel-
opment of all societies and economies in the world…
except when it fails in its said objectives. So when spe-
cific objectives of the United Nations fail, like some of
the Millennium Development Goals are destined to, (two
quick examples: universal primary education by 2015,
universal access to treatment for people with HIV/Aids
by 2010) who is responsible? Is it everyone, no one in-
particular, or a few countries? When countries of the U.N
commit to “unite [their] strength to maintain internation-
al peace and security,” should we take their pledge with
a grain of salt?

Don’t get me wrong, I’m quite the idealist.
Nevertheless, I’m not going to deny failures, and reading
the promises made in the U.N. Charter + Millennium
Development Goals is like listening to the vows of a cou-
ple ten-times divorced; I’d like to believe, but some
things just make it impossible.

There is no question that the United Nations is good
for something.  It is an organization in which all coun-
tries can come together to discuss the world’s issues; it is
an enormous force for humanitarian work and human
rights, and it comes across (in my opinion) as a well-
established organization that has the most ideal inten-
tions.  It is also an organization too big dismantle. Some
would say it’s too big to be effective, but I don’t agree
with that. Nevertheless, it is difficult to understand who
is responsible for U.N. failures when nearly every coun-
try in the world is a member. So, when the U.N. says that
they’re doing something along the lines of “sending a
peacekeeping mission to Rwanda,” and eight months
later it is apparent that a genocide of approximately one
million deaths has taken place, it’s obvious that the
peacekeeping mission has failed, but who can we hold
responsible for that failure?

Another example: Regarding Darfur, the UN has
defined what is happening there as a genocide, yet it has-
n’t taken concrete steps to stop the killing from continu-
ing. It’s shameful, but so what? Is a protest going to stop
it?  There’s simply no mechanism for holding the UN
responsible for its failures. 

As I said before, the U.N. is a newfound interest for
me. This organization has me fascinated. It is larger
than I ever thought an organization could possibly be.
I don’t think it will ever be dismantled, and I think that
in the future, it will only become more and more impor-
tant. I want it to be stronger, more accountable and in
the limelight.

I heard someone say, “If the United Nations is the
watchdog of the world, who is the watchdog of them?”
It was a rhetorical question, but I believe that the best
answer would be clear, impartial journalism with
regard to the specific aims of the United Nations. If
there were journalists who took this task upon them-
selves, I think they would have to overcome the “objec-
tive journalism” debate that’s always bound to come up
when reputations are at stake.  Regarding that, I think
objective journalism does exist and the clarity of the
work usually speaks for itself.  But more than the
prospect of that debate, I would fear that there would be
information withheld from a journalist who wants to
hold the U.N. to their promises.

There is an easy counterclaim to the “involved
media” answer: no one wants to hear news about the
U.N. It seems that TV networks believe a story about
the U.N is not as appealing as a child caught between
crossfire in Philly or a ten–car pile-up on a bridge in
any major American city. I’m in no position to chastise
what kind of interest the public takes in particular news
stories, but one thing is for sure: when the U.N fails,
they fail BIG. Rwanda is probably the most extreme
example I can come up with, but it is also an “extreme
example” that affected a countless number of people

and left nearly one million individuals dead. When the
U.N missions fail they are very notable failures, and if
it’s violence, death and disaster that make appealing
news, albeit sad, if you follow the U.N missions you
will find just that.

Another counterclaim would be that it is ludicrous
to think that an organization as big as the U.N or any
country’s government would let their reputation be
soiled by journalism or another medium. I think this is
very valid, but I also think that truth and clarity are
two ideals that a dedicated reporter or news writer
should have. As someone who thinks that the world
could be a much better place, I feel frustrated when I
see such an enormous organization claim to do things
for the world (and their promises would appease the
most ideal of idealists) when in the end, their words
are more righteous than their actions. I don’t under-
stand how the U.N ever lacks power – I get lost, as
mostly everybody would, when I try to consider the
political ambitions of each country within the U.N
relating to their decisions regarding the establishment
of basic human rights everywhere. If any government
has reservations when it comes to the international
establishment of basic human rights, isn’t it against the
fundamental statements of the U.N? And if any coun-
try is against the fundamental statements of the U.N.,
why are they part of it?

The way I see it, there are three choices. We can 1)
lose faith and trust in the United Nations, like my
mother has.  2) care less or 3) we can try our best to
challenge the U.N—as writers, reporters, or any other
media-oriented title.

I want to reiterate that I think the U.N is essential
and that I don’t mean to sound negative. I believe what
I’m expressing is a healthy concern regarding the
U.N’s accountability. Its purposes are inspiring, and I
would love to see it achieve every intention it names.
I just think that attention must be paid to such a pow-
erful and promising assembly. By being critical, the
news can help the U.N by keeping it motivated to be
efficient and loyal to its charter.

If the U.N. is as ideal an organization as their objec-
tives claim, they would fully invite journalistic inves-
tigations. As I (kind of) said before, how can someone
say anything bad about an international organization
whose goal is to support the peaceful development of
all countries in the world (unless it’s not doing that)?

(Special thanks to Adam Salberg, who may or may
not share a similar opinion)

Just LLike AAn AAmateur GGolfer,
The UUnited NNations FFails tto FFollow TThrough

As America struggles to get out of the rancid stink of
the last eight years of failed leadership, our nation finds
itself at a critical junction in history. Stuck in a quag-
mire in Iraq, faced with very real and potentially disas-
trous questions about our nation’s economy, and the
new threat of Shia LaBouef’s rising star-power, it is
clear that our nation cannot continue on its present
course if we wish to remain the pre-eminent superpow-
er in the world.

For us at the paper, the decision is clear. Republican
candidate John McCain is clearly the candidate to
destroy America once and for all. the paper believes
that in the last two years of hard fought campaigning,
Arizona Senator John McCain has shown just the kind
of spineless, backwards, and erratic politics this nation
needs in order to self-destruct completely in the next
four years. As Fordham University’s leading publisher
of anti-American writing, the paper is officially endors-

And the paper endorses...
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“UNeffective”

John McCain for President!



Choose Your Own Edit!
try to take a sip. As he compels you to drink more, he
goes down his laundry list of investments that have gone
down the hole over the past week and a half. He has
officially bankrupt himself from speculation. You look
on, unsure how to react, drinking more as his story dark-
ens. He finally returns to tears, and as you try and offer
an arm of consolation, he shoves you into the corner. He
knocks over his bookshelf, comprised mostly of magic
eye puzzles and The Far Side collections, breaks out his
window with a chair, and throws his body out of the
fifth floor of Dealy Hall. You look on in shock. Several
other professors burst in, demanding to know what hap-
pened. You tell them. They look at the Old Crow, then
to you, skeptically. Then they notice the stock portfolio
pulled up on his computer. Pushing you aside, they ask
you to leave.

Three. Back in your dorm, you start e-mailing your pro-
fessors incessantly, apologizing for your prolonged
absence, using your roommate’s death as an excuse. It is
while you are doing this that your roommate bursts in
with a case of Natural Light. He throws a can at you and
you instinctively catch it, drinking it without thinking.
After one or two, you are feeling better already, and start

to chat with your roommate. As
the conversation gets more
drunken, it comes to light your
use of his death to excuse your-
self from class. Hearing this, he
throws you in a headlock,
demanding explanation, accus-
ing you of being in a notorious
plot to kill him. It is around this
time that you remember that the
person you are living with is a
paranoiac and schizophrenic.

Frantically, you think of ways to placate his temper and
return him to his normal demeanor. You see the bong
you split and grab a hold of it. If you entreat him to
smoke out of it, continue to number four. If you try to
make good on your emails and murder him with it, skip
to number five. 

Four. “Yo, let’s hit this. I’ll explain,” you utter, holding
up the bong. Seeing the translucent green glass of the
bong, your roommate’s eyes light up. He gladly releas-
es you, and you each go to your respective stashes and
proceed to pack a bong of devastating proportions.
Within the hour you’ve forgotten not only the cause of
your squabble, but also the time, and with a new, lazy
enthusiasm, decide that it is high time to hit the tri-bar.

Your phone reads 4:23
pm, but this does not phase you as you make the walk
down Arthur Avenue. After stopping by Simon’s Deli for
a pair of heros, you return to the mecca of underage
drunkenness and prospective date rape, now full and
equipped for a late afternoon and evening of serious
boozing. You stand on the corner outside of Simon’s
Deli, contemplating which fine establishment to patron-
ize. Choose between Ziggy’s, Mugz’s and Howl at the
Moon. The conclusion of your adventure is forthcoming.

Five. You swing at his head, but only manage a glancing
blow. Taking this as affirmation of his fears, he wrestles
the bong from your hand and throws it against the wall.
“What the fuck, man? You can’t try to kill me with a
bong! That shit’s not supposed to be used for hostile pur-
poses!” The shattering of glass and shocking eloquence
leaves you dumbfounded, and as you are hurled against
your bedpost you do not feel your head smash against the
bedpost, or notice his hands around your neck as he hov-
ers over you. You fall unconscious as the RAs rush in
and apprehend your roommate. When you regain con-
sciousness, you are in St. Barnabas hospital with two
RAs and a police officer at your bedside. They looked
through your Fordham email, which you left open while
you were drinking, and thought that your emails may
constitute premeditation for harm against your room-
mate. Worse, however, was the discovery of the remains
of the Natural Light in your dorm room. “We were just
going to let you continue going to classes under the
guard of an NYPD police officer. However, in light of
you and your roommate’s blatant disregard for
Fordham’s alcohol policy, both you and your roommate
have been expelled from Fordham University.”

You return to your home, finishing your final year at
a local community college. You reconnect with your old
friends from high school, ultimately finding your wife
while at a nighttime pottery class. You are married short-
ly after the completion of your education, and have sev-
eral children. You work third shift driving a forklift for
Costco and cheat on your wife frequently. She knows,
but doesn’t say anything about it, instead slowly slipping
arsenic into your food.

by Bobby Cardos
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE EDITOR

You wake up in a bush outside of Martyr’s Court.
It is a Wednesday. Dangling from each of your fin-
gers are dried, sticky, but empty St. Ides forty ounce
glass bottles. You smile as you realize the game of
Edward Forty Fingers you began sometime between
last Thursday and Saturday ended with you as the
victor. You’ve no idea what happened in the interim,
but that is of no concern in light of your achieve-
ment.

This bender began a little over a week and a half
ago, as you watched the value of your B.S. in
Business Administration plummet hundreds of
points each day while the financial future of your
great nation was turned around neither by maverick
tactics nor eloquent phrases of change. As you nurse
your head, seemingly in a vice grip and aggravated
by the incessant construction of Fordham’s new dor-
mitory, you think that maybe this is the time to
switch your major over to dance, like you’d original-
ly wanted before coming to college.

But there are more pressing issues at hand. You
take the biggest beer shit of
your life, and shower off the
grime of the past week. You
take seven aspirins and
walk to the Marketplace,
where you encounter
Joseph Moone. He relates to
you how you were “totally
out of control” on Saturday,
and that your economics
professor has been asking
where you’ve been the past
few weeks. He suggests you see him immediately.
If you go to see him immediately, continue to num-
ber two. If you say “fuck it,” and go back to your
dorm, go to number three.

Two. You go and see your economics teacher. As
you get nearer to his office in Dealy, the smell of Old
Crow engulfs your nostrils. You walk in to find your
economics professor in shambles, crying over a
hefty tumbler and a half empty bottle. “Uh, excuse
me professor. Sorry, I didn’t realiz—“ you are cut off
as he looks up and throws you into a chair in his
office. “Have a seat, kid. Have a drink. God knows
its all over now.” He pulls out another full tumbler
and fills it to the brim, without ice. You grab it and
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Corn: too good for god
by Ben McLaughlin
NEWS EDITOR

Though I sincerely hope that I was not deprived
of the luscious nectar of the gods for the first six
years of my life, my first tangible encounter with
sweet corn was had at my grandma’s dinner table in
suburban Dublin. My parents rid themselves of my
selfish antics for the day, presumably to go shop-
ping and chilling without my mouthy presence, and
the onus was placed on my grandparents to provide
me with nourishment and entertainment. The enter-
tainment was easy. Throw a devastatingly before-
his-time handsome six year old in front of the fun
box and the opportunities are endless. Cartoons
bored me; my sharp intellect already pronounced, I
liked soccer or the occasional roundtable political
discussion, but just having the ability to pry the
clicker out of my Dad’s omnipotent fingertips made
me happy in and of itself. There was only one thing
that could steal me away from the power of the tel-
evision: the “Granny Special,” a meal so decadent
and grandiose that it earned the name special, but
also a perfect middle of the day fodder for my
rotund childish body.

I loved food—I still do—but something about
three years at the Ultimate Dining Marketplace and
a fridge filled only with condiments has stunted my
once lively palette. However, though I was
unashamedly inexperienced with most worldwide
cuisines and not privy to continental spices, I knew
one thing: I liked meat, I liked potatoes (what good

Irishman doesn’t?) and knew that veggies were both for
rabbits and serious pussy shit. The “Granny Special” con-
tained the two aforementioned requirements, usually in the
form of chicken and some lightly buttered mashed pota-
toes, but the twist was in the mashing. By camouflaging
the mashed potatoes in succulent gravy, my grandma was
able to sneak carrots, celery, onions and corn into my pota-
toes, offering me all the vitamins I needed with all the fla-
vor I desired. While the carrots, celery and onions were
unrequired extras in an otherwise stunning meal, the corn
became the key, a facet without which the meal was not
worth eating.

While the “Granny Special” framed my early food
experiences, it only touched off my love affair with sweet
corn that has lasted to this day. In fact, on this day, I ate
mashed potatoes with corn and gravy at the caf, bringing
my life full circle, and my belly great happiness. Over the
years, I have appealed to my friends to understand my pas-
sion for corn, which is almost always met with a look of
disbelief. See, everyone likes corn, at least more than peo-
ple like Korn, though people are painfully unwilling to
depart from the food norm. I would suggest that most peo-
ple like their savories and sweets separate, their salts and
their sugars separate, but to become an appreciative eater
one must first become an omnivorous eater. The best thing
I ate in the last year was a banana and bacon pancake, and
while the seven people reading this article may now be
twisting their faces into positions only reserved for a view-
ing of “Two Girls One Cup,” I dare everyone to try it. You
see, eating does not have to be a difficult, tiresome, or
painful process if one has tasty ingredients and can cook
(the first I rarely have, the second I could do only with a

gun at my head). 
What I am suggesting is that, after a couple of hours

of thoughtful reflection and stomach-twisting hunger, I
am unable to find a meal or even an ingredient that would
not go successfully with corn. Now let me divulge the
criteria here. I am talking not about items made from corn
(If I was, the list could go on forever), but actual kernels
of corn, ripped straight off the cob and served in groups
of a hundred, like a mound of tasty yet willing servants.
Even as an individual, however, one kernel can be com-
pletely life-changing, no matter what it is paired with. A
roundtable discussion of esteemed foodologists including
myself revealed few foods that corn could not be paired
with. Cereal was mentioned; however, corn soaked in
milk is still corn, and once the milk is licked off, it still
retains all of its value. The thought of sushi provided
some dodgy faces, but if people can eat eel in sushi then
they are liars if they can’t eat corn in sushi. Sandwiches
of various kinds were thrown around, with peanut butter
being mentioned as the worst coupled ingredient. Again,
I am of the persuasion that two rights make an extra right,
and how could two things as good as corn and peanut but-
ter not taste fantastic together? It’s like lesbian porn. 

And at the end of the day, after a good corn-filled meal,
one can check the status of one’s system by peering into
the toilet bowl and exploring one’s activities. Corn,
somehow, is too badass for the digestive system, too good
for God, and unwilling to succumb to the pressures of the
man. Corn gives you the tastiest sensation without ever
compromising its status, sliding out once again to rejoin
its corn brethren. If that is not the measure of a quality bit
of food, then what is?

Brought
to you
in part
by...

And so it begins...



by Pat Murphy
STAFF IRONIC

So last October, my friend Dease and I became
obsessed with hipsters.  I thought they were hilarious
and loved making fun of them, but I’m pretty sure
Dease genuinely wanted to be one.  We spent the rest
of the month jok-
ing about their out-
rageous clothing
and how ironic
they were, like
being anti-gentrifi-
cation while, at the
same time, being
the cause of it.  In
the last weekend of
the month, we
decided a trip to
their homeland,
Brooklyn, was def-
initely necessary.
So on that fateful
Saturday, we
packed our bags
and headed to their
M e c c a :
Williamsburg.

The four of us,
Dease, Haines,
Matt, and I, left at
around 3 in the
afternoon, hoping
to arrive no more
than an hour and a half or so later.  After some frustrat-
ing transfers and delays due to construction, we final-
ly made it down to the specified destination, Bedford
Avenue, at around 6 p.m.  Much to our surprise the
people roaming around weren’t quite hipsters.  Now
Williamsburg, aside from hipsters, is also home to
many Hasidic Jewish neighborhoods, and upon arriv-
ing in one of them at around sundown on the Sabbath,
it was like Times Square except everyone was decked
out in their Hasidic garb.  We stuck out like sore
thumbs.

Therefore we wandered around aimlessly for at
least an hour or two with no sign of an exit, finally
seeing a hipster pass on a bike.  Naturally, we followed
him.  Eventually we got out of there, but it still wasn’t
the Mecca we were looking for and we were a bit dis-
appointed… until, that is, we heard a faint but distinct
rumble in the distance.  We checked it out, and it was
the most epic party I’d ever seen go down in a back
alley in Brooklyn.  So, of course, we refueled on some
Chinese, grabbed some 40s and started partying.
Unfortunately, our friend Matt decided to head home
because he “was afraid of these people.”  He said
something about them being pedophiles, but I think he
was just afraid he wouldn’t be able to handle how
awesome the rest of the night would turn out.  So only

Adventures in Brooklyn: A Study of the

Curious Culture of Hipsters and a Party

Called Bike Kill (The One From Last Year)
three of us continued on, wandering into the greatest
adventure we, or really anyone for that matter, would
ever experience.

Remember, it was around Halloween, so all these
hipsters were rocking bangin’-ass costumes.  After some
mingling in this unique scene, a crowd in the middle
started cheering and we were a bit excited, but mainly

confused.  Then we saw two
rise up above the rest across
from each other, each on
ridiculous double-stacked
bikes, holding huge sticks
with styrofoam padding at the
end.  They then went on to
joust, thrusting the sticks into
one another, one violently
falling off, inciting a thunder-
ous cheer from the crowd.  It
was fucking absurd.  At one
point a dude in a turtle cos-
tume joined in.  Imagine a
huge turtle getting his shit
kicked in by another hipster,
both on double stacked bikes.
It’s more incredible than you
could ever imagine.

Then we partied a bit more
and it eventually
ended.  We found
out from a pho-
tographer that
this event was
called “bike-kill”
and it happens

during the last weekend of October every
year.  He gave us directions to a couple
after-parties, as it was still only about 9
o’clock.  People were cleaning up, and we
helped a bit, and planned our next move.

While planning, this clown in a jack o’
lantern shirt called us out, yelling at us to
help.  We just said “nah buddy, we did our
share, but we’re getting outta here.” He did-
n’t much like this, and came over and start-
ed screaming at us and telling us to shut the
fuck up every time we told him no, at one
point pushing one of us up against the wall.
Now my buddy Haines, who’s the nicest,
most agreeable dude in the world, wasn’t
having any of this, so he uncharacteristical-
ly told him, “Nobody’s trying to shut the
fuck up, you jack o’ lantern mother fucker.”
I nearly fell over laughing, until I noticed
our new friend pulled out a switch blade.  So I grabbed
Haines and we bolted, until I realized Dease stayed
behind to argue with this drunken asshole who was
holding a knife.  I went back and heroically saved him
from a shanking.  Later, Dease told us that it was cool.
If anything went down, it was three on one.
Unfortunately he failed to realize that if anything went

down, he would have a knife in his neck and the two of us
would be calling an ambulance and trying to make sure he
didn’t die.

After emotions calmed down a bit, we bounced to this
warehouse-style party at a skate-shop called “KC/DC”.
Shit was off the hook.  The crowd was a bit more intense,
but just as much fun.  They had a half-pipe with about ten
skaters on it and a metal band on a stage across the way
with bartenders giving away free PBR to the public.  To
sum it up, we were in heaven (the free PBR had a lot to do
with it).  After some epic jams, the fire department came
over and shut it the fuck down.  No need to worry, though,
as the night was still young and we had another party lined
up.  So we stumbled back through our favorite Hasidic
neighborhood, pounding Colt 45s as disrespectfully as we
could, putting looks of terror on every mother’s face as we
passed.

The last party we rolled up to was in a loft across the
street from where bike-kill was, and it was unbelievable.
It was the first time anyone charged us anything ($3 at the
door) so we couldn’t complain at all.  They had a couple
DJs spread out through different rooms, one spinning
some heavy stuff, the other some dance beats and house
music.  Then another metal band came out and shredded
like there was no tomorrow.  The three of us split up in the
party and rocked that shit from every angle.  By the time
Haines and I reunited, it was roughly two in the morning

and we’d had all
we could take, so
we decided to
bounce.  Then I
had to find Dease,
who had smoked
some unknown
substance from
some random hip-
ster in the stairs on
the way up.  To say
the least, he was all
kinds of fucked up.
I dragged the two
of them back to the
subway, and we
took the several-
train trip back up to
the Bronx, arriving
giddy-faced at
three in the morn-
ing, waiting to tell
our friends all
about the unbeliev-
able shit we just
experienced.

In the end, it was the adventure of a lifetime.  We
roamed into an unknown land with no idea of what was
about to go down, equipped only with open minds (well,
except for Matt) and malt-liquor, and it ended up being a
twelve hour marathon of partying and epicness, and we
even nearly died!
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“Are you kid-
ding me? Of
course
I’ve heard the
new Crystal
Stilts.”

This is the lovechild of the staff of the paper.
We think he’ll grow up to be a handsome,

successful member of society.  To see us feed him
Cheez Doodles® and Diet Coke® through

his iron cage, come to meetings every
Tuesday evening at 8 in the Ramskellar.

“I can see for miles and miles.”



BUSH OH-EIGHT! BUSH OH-EIGHT! BUSH OH-EIGHT!
by Michael Deasey
STAFF APPARENTLY ALIVE DURING WWII

I remember a time when America was at the top of
the world.  We had just wrapped up having an eco-
nomic depression tea party, we had just gotten
attacked, and afterwards we decided to kick some
Nazi ass in a manner that only Indiana Jones can truly
replicate, we decided to kick the shit out of the people
who bombed us.  Now, I’m not endorsing anything in
particular here, except maybe more Nazi ass kicking
by Dr. Jones, but I do remember that after the dust had
settled, America was indeed on top of the world.
Maybe it was the 1950’s fascination with the newfan-
gled drug class of Amphetamines, maybe it was the
Levittowns popping up, maybe it was that suburban
sprawl and white flight were at their peak, but it
seemed like America was both a pretty happening
place and quite happy with its happenings.  Why
might this have been?  Surely it couldn’t have had
anything to do with the recently deceased four term
president known only in secret as F-Dizzy Rosa-
vizzy.  Or could it?

The similarities between 1940’s America and
2000’s America are readily apparent to anyone who
has paid enough attention in his or her history class,
but unfortunately, I have not done so.  I’m not going
to lecture on how this is the dawning of the age of
Aquarius or how Bush is secretly in some secret soci-
ety that is in secret plotting to secretly take over the
non-secret aspects of the world.  I’m here for one
thing only: Bush Oh-Eight.  Yeah, you read that right.
Bush Oh-Eight.

Before I get too rambunctious and rowdy over how
much I love the idea of Bush Oh-Eight, allow me a
brief tangential history lesson.  Bush Oh-Eight has its
origins everywhere; it popped up in various counties
and various minds throughout the country over the
past eight years.  A good portion of it owes to the fact
that it is really fucking annoying to hear about how
the country is going down the shitter as one walks to

work.  It’s sort of like the Deasey theory on cigarette
smoking: If you’re going to be smoking, you might as
well smoke the worst cigarette there is.  That is one of
the two reasons why one should smoke Newports, the
second being that Omar Little smokes them.  If our
country is going to be heading
down the shitter, we might as
well do it in the best way possi-
ble.

But enough negative talk.
Let’s turn to what Bush promises
if he is reelected in Oh-Eight.
I’ve been speaking to Mr. Bush
quite often, trying to get the
inside scoop on what he promis-
es to do and to not do.  As for our
current economic struggles, Mr.
Bush had this to say: “I think it’s
time we went back to our roots.
Do you know from where the
term salary comes, Michael?
Well, let me tell you.  It comes
from the word for salt.  Why?
Because in the early days of
Rome, soldiers were given a
ration of salt which was later
replaced with monetary units.
So what do I say we do?  Let’s go
back to a salt based economy.
Consider that America’s number-
one killer is not terror, but heart
disease, and we’ll find that if salt
were much more valuable, peo-
ple would be less inclined to eat so much of it.  There
goes a need for national healthcare.  If people simply
stopped getting sick and dying, we’d have no need for a
healthcare system.  So I propose this: a return to a mon-
etary system backed solely by salt.  No more of this bull-
shit where we don’t have a backing.  Salt is plentiful, we
can set the price, and most of all, we can actually eat our
money.  Think of the possibilities.”  With that, he simply

trailed off and stared into the distance for some time.
It was probably about an hour before his glazed-over

eyes returned to their normal color and he began speak-
ing again.  This time, however, he started talking about
the need for every individual to own a gun.  “The impor-

tance of bearing arms in this day and age
is paramount.  Nobody knows when there
might be a truck full of those damn gang-
bangers riding down the street, ready to
bust a cap if they so choose.  Which is
why I always carry my trusty Desert
Eagle Point Five-Oh.  It has the ammuni-
tion capacity of many smaller pistols with
the stopping power of an AK-47.  I
wholeheartedly believe that every
American, from the day they are born,
should be given a gun so that they can
train and hopefully be ready for the one
day they will have to use it.”  When I
inquired as to why Mr. Bush believed so
strongly in the right to bear arms, he
remarked that “that rat bastard Cheney
got away with shooting some dumb shite
in the chest, and the man apologized for
getting in the way of his shot.  If I did
that, what would happen?  They’d put me
in a peach.  I don’t want to be put in a
peach.  So hopefully, with my new omni-
gun laws, everyone will be in a position
to shoot someone and then receive an
apology.”

As for the constitutionality of Mr. Bush
running in Oh-Eight, there is a campaign

with quite a strong following to amend the constitution
and allow Mr. Bush to run for not one, but two more
terms, in an unprecedented double-election in which he
would be sworn in for the next eight years to the office
of High Chancellor, His Excellency, President for Life,
Doctor of All Things, God, Duke, Lourde, His Majesty
George W. Bush, Ph. D., M.D., J.D., B.S.

by Alexander Gibbons
STAFF BILDUNGSROMAN

Mathematics: a field which has always been stu-
pidly challenging to me.  It seems that every moment
I attempt to educate myself in the methods of mathe-
matics, my brain locks up, the cerebral fluids
absolutely refusing any sort of mathematical contem-
plation.  It is an affliction that has cursed me for the
entirety of my life, and forced me to take Algebra II
my freshman year of High School, while all of my
asshole friends were off in their snooty pre-cal class-
es.  So I, a fragile and impressionable boy, yet to
experience the transformative powers of puberty, was
thrown amongst a group of complete juvenile delin-
quents, juniors in high school yet to understand the
finer points of Algebra, intent upon destroying my
psyche by referring to me only by my sister’s name:
Mary.  

My teacher was one of those rare forms who actu-
ally deserved the superfluous amount of hatred tossed
her way on a daily basis.  Physically, she resembled a
horse.  She had a pet skunk and a PhD which guaran-
teed she would never lose her teaching job.  She knew
little about teaching, but much about making her stu-
dents feel like worthless pieces of trash.  Regularly I
would have nightmares of the woman, her back
arched and her hands conniving, a foamy bile leaking
from the corners of her mouth as she maliciously
grades one of my papers.  

Most of this class was spent with my head down
low, staring at the girl who sat to the right of me, and
trying to ignore the remarks of the cretin on my left.
This boy regularly made it known how strongly he
wished to fornicate with the girl who sat to the right
of me, statements that usually went unpunished by
my horse of a teacher.  One day the cretin didn’t show
up to class, and after about fifteen minutes of absence,
we were all amazed to see him run down the hallway
screaming “I have Chlamydia!”  At this point in time
I began to realize that my high school seemed to exist
outside the normalcy of the American academic sys-

tem, a realization later affirmed on multiple occasions.
Halloween was always a sight to see.  The costumes

would range from overtly sexual in a creepy porn star
way (applicable to both female and male students) to
downright offensive.  One year, a group of friends and I
decided it would be appropriate to dress as “sex robots”
for Halloween.  We spent a night searching the back lots
of local liquor stores for empty boxes, which we then
used to make some of the greatest and most preposter-
ously immobilizing Halloween costumes ever made.
What resulted were four large and awkward suits of
armor, composed entirely of cardboard boxes, duct tape,
and some tin foil.  Written on the chests of these robot
suits were idiotic phrases like “free sex” and “sex robot
11008.”  They were cheap and stupid, but I have never
had the pleasure of wearing a more awesome costume in
my entire life.  

The administration’s reaction to this was certainly not
fair.  The four of us were called down to the office for
promoting lewd sexual acts and pornography.  Now, in
this case, I was already a multiple offender, having been
caught on several occasions defaming the notebooks of
my classmates with huge, detailed drawings of penises.
The principal attempted to suspend us for our subver-
sion of the school’s upstanding morals, an allegation we
had a hard time accepting, as the majority of the female
student body saw Halloween as an opportunity to exem-
plify how sexually appealing a young and supple fifteen
year old female body can be.  After hours of argument
we made the administration realize they could not pos-
sibly touch us, as they allowed blatantly demeaning
semi-pornographic costumes to be worn by the female
student body, and turned a blind eye on two occasions
when students came dressed in black face.  Yes, two
times, not just once, but two times some morons decid-
ed it would be totally sweet to dress in blackface for
Halloween.  Now, I’m not trying to insinuate that my
school’s student body or administration was necessarily
racist, only dumb as fuck.

Idiotic moments like these defined my high school
experience.  They provided some sort of escape or
release.  I was never quite sure what I was trying to

escape, but the opportunity to act in some annoyingly
absurd manner was always extremely appealing.  In one
instance, a group of friends and I thought it would be
cool to check out one of those “polar plunges,” massive
gatherings of people who run into the ocean on New
Year’s Day for some charity.  In this case we were sub-
jecting ourselves to hypothermia in the name of Special
Olympics: New England.  Of course, we reached for a
whole new level of douchbaggery and homoeroticism at
this event, all piling into my friend’s old-as-fuck Toyota
Camry wearing Speedos 

We drove through the torrential rain on New Year’s
Day to some beach in Newport, not quite sure which one,
but on January 1st in a freezing cold shower distinctions
between particular beaches make no real difference.  So
we stumbled out of the car and stripped out of our sweat
suits, exposing throngs of horrified parents and children
to our skinny bodies and disgusting Speedos, and realiz-
ing ourselves that old pre-pubescent Speedos don’t quite
agree with post-pubescent adolescent body hair.  So we
donated our ten bucks and took part in the whole hoopla,
and eventually realized that jumping in the ocean on New
Year’s Day is actually an insanely bad idea, and made our
way back to the Camry as fast as possible so that we
could dry our fragile frames and make our way to the
nearest Dunkin’ Donuts.  Instead, my friend who was the
driver that day suddenly realized he had locked his keys
inside his car.  Also locked inside the car were our tow-
els and clothing, left in the car in order to keep them from
getting wet from that day’s precipitation.  

So we stood, scared and cold, outside of my friend’s
Camry, looking for a phone to call AAA and trying to
ignore the stares of leaving plungers, until we were the
last people standing in the parking lot besides a few
police officers, who eventually ordered us into the backs
of their cruisers to prevent serious health repercussions.
Eventually one of the officers jimmied open one of the
car doors, and we were silently on our way back towards
Seekonk, Massachusetts, where we found solace
amongst a bundle of croissant-wiches and a Playstation
2.
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by Emily Genetta
STAFF THESE THINGS ARE FUCKING CUTE

Shelter People are a strange breed.  If I had to com-
pare them to dogs, and I do, I’d say they’re a lot like
Neopolitan Mastiffs—rare, but instantly recognizable.
And not to everyone’s taste.  Luckily, I’m a fan of all
dogs, and so I was pleased to meet Shannon the Shelter
Lady.  My father and I had driven thirty-five minutes
into the pine barrens (read: bumblefuck South Jersey)
in order to see her.  We knew virtually nothing about
her before stepping into her living room, but when the
tobacco-and-dog-hair smell of her home reached my
nostrils, I knew.  She was a Shelter Lady. 

This is not a stereotype: all Shelter People smoke
and own at least one several dogs.  It’s part of the rea-
son I can’t be one of them.  I am the non-smoking
daughter of a woman with severe cat and dog allergies.
I am also an animal lover, like my dad, who chose the
girl next door over his slight Crazy Cat Guy tendencies.
I therefore blame my mother when I say that we are
Rodent People.  The recent death of one of our much-
beloved guinea pigs was why we had come to Shannon;
we were seeking a replacement mate for a wee grieving
beast.

Shannon was right on it.  Immediately after her hus-
band let us in, and before he could call for her over the
persistent barking of an unseen dog, she appeared in the
kitchen doorway with a laundry basket.  Inside were
two pigs, presumably plucked from her vast foster
beast resources.

“Nice to meet you,” she said, setting them down at
our feet.   We explained to her why we had come and
made small talk for a while. Eventually I knelt down to
examine the pigs, and, now eye-level with everyone’s
knees, noticed the pit-bull tattoo on Shannon’s thigh.
Now that is the mark of a Shelter Queen (or youthful
folly...).

“Their last owner was a little kid who got tired of
them,” she said, gesturing toward the pig who was
shaking in my lap.  My dad held the other one, and evi-
dently he liked it, or Shannon, or at least her effort,
because he announced we would be taking both of
them.  

“They seem pretty bonded,” he said.
“Oh they are,” she confirmed.

He stood up and took out his checkbook, but
Shannon stopped him.  “They’re free, unless you want
to make a donation to the shelter I foster for.”  She
protested when he handed her the check, and I saw this
as my opportunity.  

“Oh, really, it’s nothing,” I said stupidly, not even
knowing how much my dad had given.  “It’s great that
you do it for free.  The shelter I worked at asked for,
like, $100 for a kitten.  I mean, they kind of had to in
order to stay afloat, being a public shelter and all, but it
doesn’t do much to discourage people from going to the
pet store.”  Look at meeeee!!! I’m kind of a Shelter
Person, too!!!

Full disclosure, readers: I work(ed?) at an animal
shelter during the summers.  I’ve seen some horrible
things, I’ve begged some horrible things into my home
(horrible things with fleas), and this is probably why
my ultra-cautious dad adopted two creatures I had
shown him on petfinder.com less than 24 hours prior;
he absorbed my guilt by osmosis.  Seriously, you
should have seen the look on his face when he saw the
look on my face when he informed me of his original
plan: to take home a pet store guinea pig.

Don’t get me wrong, I have nothing against store-
bought animals.  But I have a LOT against the people
who buy them.  Everything you hear about puppy mills
is 100% true, and everything you don’t hear about kit-
ten mills, guinea pig mills, hamster mills, etc., etc. is
also true.  Even if, like my dad, you make sure to find
a pet store that does not stock its shelves with neglect-
ed, inbred creatures, you’re still an asshole, for two
main reasons.  

Firstly, there’s the question of breeds (usually with
dogs, though every domesticated animal has breeds).
There is no truly responsible way to create purebreds.
Sure, you can do it without all of the inbreeding, and
you may even be able to avoid altogether some of the
genetic problems so common in popular breeds.
Creating purebreds, though, is supporting the unhealthy
human obsession with animals as aesthetic accessories.
Breeds are the animal equivalent of race; they are both
human constructs, and maintaining purebreds for diver-

sity purposes makes as much sense as maintaining pure
races for diversity purposes.  It doesn’t.  We need to
encourage people to own animals based not on their
superficial qualities but on their companionship capa-
bilities.  Obsessions with certain breeds leads to dis-
taste of certain other breeds (think pit bulls) and espe-
cially for “mutts,” who are left to rot in shelters.

This brings me to my second point: every time you
buy an animal from a pet store, you are essentially
sanctioning another animal to death. According to the
American Humane Association, 9.6 million shelter ani-
mals are euthanized each year.  In our society, animals
are a commodity like any other, manufactured at a huge
rate and tossed out when so desired.  There is no ethi-
cal justification for this; it has to change.  When you
buy an animal from a pet store, you support this current
system of manufacturing, and you forgo an opportuni-
ty to rescue an animal who will be killed for no reason
other than lack of space and money.

The shelter I worked at these past two summers was
technically a “no kill” shelter.  That is, it only eutha-
nized animals who were dangerous or very sick.  The
definition of “sick” or “dangerous,” however, is totally
subjective.  As a public shelter, we had to take in any
cat or dog from certain townships.  Inexplicably, this
included feral cats.  Feral cats are, well, feral, so of
course they will be vicious when held in captivity.  We
received at least four or five feral cats a week.  Any one
that was over a few weeks old was euthanized, but not
before getting a few good swipes at my face.  An influx
of feral cats also leaves less room for stray or aban-
doned house cats.  There were weeks when we were
well beyond capacity, and I found myself primary care-
giver to around 75 cats.  At times like these, the stan-
dards for ‘sick’ were (necessarily) drastically lowered.
Cats ended up in the freezer for sneezing.

It was with this in mind that my dad and I went to
see Shannon, the Shelter Queen.  She found my ‘casu-
al’ remark about my work history less obnoxious than
intriguing.  Apparently, her daughter, whom she intro-
duced me to, had worked for the same woman I had.
Small world, nice people, productive visit... my guinea
pigs certainly think so.

by Alex Orf
STAFF SECESSIONIST

Anyone who pays attention to that durned liberal
news media or surfs YouTube on a semi-regular basis
has seen what I can only understand as the de-evolution
of a portion of the Republican party’s blue collar con-
stituency. Fueled by Governor Palin’s anti-Obama rhet-
oric and the imaginative folks heading conservative
political action committees, many conservatives’ opin-
ions of Senator Obama have devolved so quickly into
xenophobia that the careful observer can physically see
the social progress of the past fifty years peeled away
layer by layer. In the same way the McCain camp
claims the media proclaimed Obama the “Anointed
One,” the rabid right created their own persona: Barack
Hussein Obama, the Anti-American Arab Muslim
Terrorist, concisely updating and encapsulating every
feared group of the past century. And they say liberals
are paranoid.

Recently, the Republican Party leadership has
expanded its distrust and hatred beyond Senator Obama
to all liberals. In what can only be understood as an
attempt to win areas of the country they already carry
by an even greater margin, Governor Palin, conserva-
tive congressmen and McCain campaign advisors have
introduced the concept of the “real America,” that glo-
rious pastoral bastion of traditional American values
like hard work, patriotism and gay-bashing. Palin spoke
of her conception of real America at a stump speech in
Durango, CO the other week, describing it as the “very
hardworking, very patriotic, very pro-American areas
of this great nation.” She quickly backpedaled the fol-
lowing Tuesday with a halfhearted apology lacking any
clarification as to what she meant, but the damage has
been done. Palin’s divisive gaffe has given congress-
men and campaign advisors the green light to make
more explicit the liberal-conservative separation Palin’s
geographical musings only hinted at. North Carolina

congresswoman Robin Hayes (R) quickly affirmed
Palin’s words, saying, “Liberals hate real Americans
that work, and accomplish and achieve,” and senior
McCain campaign rep Nancy Pfotenhauer described
Democratic northern Virginia as a separate entity from
the more southern, more conservative “real Virginia.” 

The news media and liberal base may be indignant
over such flagrant and calculating criteria for what
defines an American, but I see this as an opportunity.
For the first time in years, our nation’s politicians are
addressing a long-standing issue that really matters:
city-dwellers and country folk hate each other, and
secretly believe they would be better off without the
other around. Now, I don’t know if the criteria
Governor Palin laid out is accurate, but as a resident of
St. Louis, MO, a true Blue city of three million nestled
in a sea of narrow-minded back roads towns, I can say
unequivocally that my decidedly non military-regula-
tion haircut and moderately liberal views are unwel-
come in every population center between St. Louis and
Kansas City (geography lesson: Kansas City, MO is on
the western border of Missouri, while St. Louis hugs
the Mississippi River). By the same token, I reflexive-
ly dismiss as bigoted drivel anyone who freely associ-
ates themselves with NASCAR, Confederate flags or
deer hunting video games. This is not unfair, nor is it
stereotyping. It is simply the way things are.

Some people might be confused as to whether they
belong to real or unreal America (the favored term is
“fake America,” but I prefer this, which may also be
replaced with “surreal America” if I’m feeling particu-
larly flippant), or offended that they reside in a geo-
graphical area whose beliefs are incongruous to their
own. For the confused, the aforementioned Ms.
Pfotenhauer has made a brief sketch of real American
areas, including “northern Wisconsin, the Iron Range of
Minnesota, south central and southeastern
Pennsylvania and [hey!] the St. Louis suburbs and rural
areas of Missouri.” If these examples do not help your

quandary,  you belong in Canada or Switzerland, where
moderate views and neutral stances are acceptable. To
the offended parties, I would like to point out that our
current housing market is very friendly to buyers. But
for the most part, real and unreal Americans have long
been well aware to which America they belong, and
will certainly be content stay where they are. 

Once the borders are properly defined, real America
will realize how foolish they were to shotty the “real”
epithet. You see, since unreal America is not, properly
speaking, “America,” it can interpret the Constitution
as it has always wanted to: a loose set of rules and reg-
ulations that can be bent or bypassed completely
(except the First Amendment). So, if unreal America
wants to impose its extreme liberal agenda on the
Constitution, it can do so with minimal due process of
law. Real America, however, can only work through
pre-existing channels, so bills overturning Roe v. Wade
and instituting morality law would die out four or five
times before they even reached the House floor, which
could take years. Thus, while unreal America becomes
a group of meccas for art, equality and possibly indus-
try (if it relented of its disdain for any non-individual-
istic accomplishment), real America gets bogged down
in trivialities like “due process” and “upholding the
Constitution” and doesn’t change much at all, though
many extreme real Americans take solace in the
impending Divine retribution against the unreal
American network of Sodoms and Gomorrahs.

Can the vision of real and unreal America come to
fruition? It’s hard to say, though I have a feeling the
precedent it would set can only lead to an infinite num-
ber of subsequent divisions until America becomes a
series of independent dukedoms, much like feudal
Europe. I’m not particularly concerned, as I’ll no doubt
be long dead by the time this happens. But as for the
present, I believe the only way to salvage this election
is by canceling it and moving forward with Governor
Palin’s ingenious, if accidental, vision.
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